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Abstract. The SMEPP middleware is a secure and generic middleware, based 

on a new network centric abstract model for embedded peer-to-peer (EP2P) 

systems based on services with security as a main design issue. It has an adapt-

able architecture which can be used in different devices ranging from standard 

PCs to motes. This paper presents a case study that uses SMEPP for program-

ming standard and small constrained devices such as motes. The middleware is 

implemented over a runtime infrastructure using a specific designed component 

model that controls the interactions between the different elements of the mid-

dleware. The development of SMEPP applications is carried out through a neu-

tral-language API which can be used in different languages such as Java or 

nesC. The paper presents a real use of the middleware in an environmental 

monitoring application for nuclear power plants with wireless sensor networks 

showing the suitability of the middleware to develop this kind of applications. 
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1   Introduction 

Traditional middleware architectures have focused on achieving interoperability 

across heterogeneous platforms and software languages. Although the platforms have 

evolved from their creation incorporating new specific services and profiles (real 

time, embedded systems, telecommunications), but their architectures have remained 

to a great extent and stable. 

The Secure Middleware for Embedded Peer-to-Peer systems (SMEPP) project [7] 

is a European project financed by the European Commission in the Sixth Framework 

Program. One of the main works carried out in this project has been the definition of a 

suitable architecture for secure EP2P systems. In the case of EP2P it is necessary to 

take into account other clearly different aspects such as the surveillance of application 

behaviour, the processing infrastructure and the underlying communication networks, 

in order to dynamically separate both the middleware and the applications, and to 

achieve the appropriate quality of service. 

SMEPP supports a high-level, service-oriented model to program the interaction 

among peers, thus hiding low-level details that concern the supporting infrastructure. 



Three key features of the model are the notion of group of peers, the notion of service 

offered by peers (or by groups), and the concern of security. 

A key factor for the success of the middleware is reusability and adaptability [2]. 

The SMEPP architecture has been adapted to be used in motes. The result of this 

adaptation is SMEPP Light [3], the version of the middleware for constrained devices. 

SMEPP Light can run in these devices and it can fully interoperate with the rest of 

devices of the middleware such as PDAs or standard PCs. 

The need for adaptation to different devices and domains makes it necessary to es-

tablish a component based software architecture as well as tailored software that 

achieves these requirements. SMCOM is a component model specially designed to be 

used in the implementation of the components of SMEPP that gives a modular archi-

tecture. This component model is supported by a runtime framework adapted to the 

different platforms of SMEPP. 

Because of the special characteristics of SMEPP, there is a huge range of applica-

tions that can be easily solved using this middleware. But a particular field that can 

take benefit from the use of SMEPP and wireless sensor networks (WSNs), is the 

related to WSNs for energy power plants, and particularly for nuclear power plants 

due to the special security needs. Both SMEPP and SMEPP Light configurations are 

being tested in a real application where sensors are deployed outside and inside the 

plant and can measure different environmental conditions. 

The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 introduces the architecture of 

SMEPP Light and the special needs in order to achieve the interoperability with 

SMEPP. Following it is shown SMEPP design focusing on the component model 

used and some details of the runtime framework. In Section 4, the main part of this 

paper is presented with the case study of developing a real application using 

SMEPP/SMEPP Light for environmental monitoring application for nuclear power 

plant. The paper finishes with some conclusions. 

2   SMEPP Light Architecture 

A main goal of SMEPP is to provide an efficient and flexible architecture that, at the 

same time, must be scalable and adaptable to the resource constrained devices that 

will be used in the SMEPP application domains. As result, the architecture of SMEPP 

for WSNs is SMEPP Light. Customizing a middleware is an error-prone task and 

requires deep knowledge of platform and middleware design. To solve this, SMEPP 

has a configuration tool which allows selecting an adequate and possibly reduced set 

of components of SMEPP for a concrete platform such as SMEPP Light. 

The SMEPP Light architecture must support the sensors requirements that are: 

small memory, small computing power and battery powered. The conceptual architec-

ture for this version of SMEPP is quite similar to the full one, but since SMEPP Light 

offers a subset of functionalities of SMEPP, also its architecture exploits a subset of 

the SMEPP components. Figure 1 shows the architecture of SMEPP Light taking into 

account the special characteristics of motes and TinyOS [9].  

The architecture is divided into non-hierarchical layers. The higher layer is com-

posed just by Service Model Support that is the SMEPP Light API. The implementa-



tion of the API primitives will be developed following the SMEPP Runtime Compo-

nent Framework philosophy but using also the Runtime Component Framework pro-

vided by TinyOS, which will be visible by all layers. 

 

 

 
Fig. 1.  SMEPP Light Architecture Overview 

 

The SMEPP Common Services are composed by Event Management, Group Man-

agement and Overlay Network. The Group Management component manages the 

peers of each group and the topology of the group, and uses the group management 

and peer initialization primitives.  

The Event Management component maps the event management primitives and it 

is in charge of subscription and event management. It provides commands to sub-

scribe or unsubscribe to a certain event, generate events and set the reception mode 

for a certain event. 

The Overlay/Network Management component implements the communication be-

tween peers. It relies on the Runtime Framework, which is based on TinyOS net-

work/MAC component (CC24240ActiveMessage) that simply allows to address a 

single node, or to broadcast the message to the entire network. 

The Energy Management component manages the duty cycles of the peer. In par-

ticular it manages the on/off periods of the radio interface.  

The Low Level Communication offers the basic secure-communication primitives 

to higher layers, by using the CryptoLib library developed for motes using an efficient 

AES-128 algorithm suitable for wireless sensors [13, 14, 15]. In addition, it manages 

the keys for all the security issues related to the network and the group layers, and 

provides commands to encrypt/decrypt messages. 



Due to the special communications system in sensors, such as radio protocol used 

typically, that is 802.15.4/Zigbee, the middleware has to provide some mechanism in 

order to overcome this problem. In order to provide communication between SMEPP 

and SMEPP Light (PCs or laptops and computers) it is necessary to use an adaptor 

application that is the called SMEPP Light Adaptor. 

Security is a cross cutting aspect on all layers and is shown on the side so that its 

relation to other functionalities can be clearly shown in the architecture. The Crypto-

graphic Services component provides the foundations for the higher-level security 

components by offering implementations of cryptographic primitives; in SMEPP 

Light by means of CryptoLib library, developed specially for sensors in nesC. Some 

devices might feature explicit support for security processing. Such device-specific 

support is captured in the Infrastructure Security component. Secure Topology Man-

agement includes the authentication and authorization of new peers joining the 

SMEPP or SMEPP Light network as well as to the protection of routing data. Finally, 

group security provides similar services for groups: secure joining of groups and 

protected communication within groups. 

In [17] is shown a complete study of WSN challenges and a classification of the 

different solutions that exists. It is interesting to compare in some way the present 

architecture of SMEPP Light with other ones that are similar, and study its suitability 

for the case study that we are proposing. As said before, SMEPP (and SMEPP Light) 

belongs to Component-based methodology that proposes software construction by 

plugging software components [18]. The most remarkable case as a competitor in 

WSN for SMEPP Light is RUNES. The main differences between them are that 

RUNNES runs Contiki as Runtime Component Framework, and SMEPP Light runs 

TinyOS, and the other important difference is that SMEPP provides a secure middle-

ware even for embedded devices, which is a characteristic less important in 

RUNNES. 

 

3   SMEPP Component Model and Runtime Framework 

The SMEPP applications cover several device types ranging from standard PCs to 

lower capabilities devices such as mobile phones or motes. This way, the election of 

the component model used in SMEPP is a crucial decision. Component models such 

as .NET [5] or JavaBeans [8] could be a good election because they are intensively 

used in standard workstations. However, they are not suitable for embedded systems, 

since they do not explicitly address memory, real-time or cost constraints. The project 

RUNES [1] presents an architecture for networked embedded systems based on com-

ponents. However, the different underlying SMEPP paradigms (P2P and Service 

Orientation) and the status of the implementation make difficult the reusing of the 

implementation components and tools. 

Middleware configurability and customization constitute an active research area. 

These topics are addressed from two approaches [6]: 

• a dynamic approach, in which the middleware is capable of adapting to the dy-

namics of the system by reconfiguring itself during runtime, and 



• a static approach, that focus on highly customizable middleware architectures 

capable of fulfilling the requirements of different distributed applications. 

SMEPP follows the second approach, providing configuration, adaptation and 

analysis tools. One of the main contributions of our approach is that of providing 

analysis tools. The presentation of the tools is out of the scope of this paper. 

3.1   The SMCOM Component Model 

The component model used for the implementation of SMEPP components is called 

SMCOM (SMEPP Component Model). This component model derives from a previ-

ous work, UM-RTCOM [4] a component model specifically suitable for real-time and 

embedded systems. Some of its main features have prompted SMEPP to use it for the 

development of SMEPP components. 

One of the main features of SMCOM is the using of the synchronization primi-

tives to carry out the communication between components. This communication is 

performed through method interfaces and events: 

• The wait primitive is used to wait for new invocations on services or the 

raising of consumed events.   

• The call primitive is used to invoke services of SMEPP components (in-

terconnected with the caller).  

• The raise primitive is used to create events in an asynchronous way. 

 

In the case of motes, SMEPP Light is implemented on top of TinyOS and nesC 

[10] which provide a runtime component framework. In this case, we use this compo-

nent framework to implement SMCOM in such a way that it is possible to communi-

cate components of SMEPP and SMEPP Light. 

3.2   Runtime Framework 

The Runtime Component Framework (RCF) is the basis for the execution of the dif-

ferent SMEPP and SMEPP Light components. It has to provide an Application Pro-

gramming Interface (API) based on SMCOM that will be used by the different com-

ponents of the SMEPP architecture. Basically, the RCF has to provide mechanisms 

for: connection to the RCF, component interconnection, methods invocation, events 

publishing, subscribing and creation. 

These mechanisms are the only way that components of SMEPP can interact be-

tween them. In this sense, the runtime component framework works as a type of vir-

tual machine or scheduler between all the layers of the SMEPP architecture where 

invocations of components are received, scheduled and executed. 



4   Case Study: An Environmental Monitoring Application 

In this section we describe a real application used to test the middleware in the field 

of sensor networks for nuclear power plants monitoring environmental conditions and 

sending it over the network to PDAs or PCs. 

4.1   Application Scenario 

The application is focused on the environmental monitoring and remote control of 

workers in industrial plants. Monitoring the effects of industrial plants on the envi-

ronment is a key issue in different application domains and very especially in the field 

of the nuclear energy, where the security aspects of SMEPP could be validated. 

Moreover, in nuclear industry, exposition to ionizing radiation is a risk present in 

daily operation and maintenance activities for workers present in the plant. The de-

partments of radiological protection of the nuclear facilities (e.g. power plants, indus-

try, and healthcare) have the responsibility of controlling exposition of workers to 

radiation. Previous works has been carried out in the field of nuclear power plants, as 

it is RadMote framework [16] that has attracted the attention of the security depart-

ments of power plants. This work implements the study case that was presented in 

[16] but without using any middleware so, it is easy to see that it is very complex to 

do it as a commercial product.  

The system is composed of one or more wireless sensor networks that will be de-

ployed on some industrial environment. Particularly, the proposed system is focused 

on nuclear power plants. Sensors will be deployed outside and inside the plant and 

could measure different environmental conditions. 

In the application, radiation sensors will be connected with a small device with 

compute capabilities (mobile devices, such as motes, PDAs or similar) that workers 

will wear. On the other hand, static radiation sensors (also known as sensor network’s 

monitoring areas) and environmental monitors (measuring temperature, air quality, 

etc.) will be also used. It is important to provide a detailed control of some zones 

sensed by sensors; this will be controlled using wireless high precision cameras. 

These static sensors and all the personal devices will form a large ad-hoc network. 

 



 
Fig. 2.  Environmental Monitoring Application 

 

In Figure 2, a deployment scheme of the proposed system  is sketched, where a set 

of sensors are situated in fixed position into the plant, forming groups. Each sensor is 

running SMEPP Light, and a special peer will run SMEPP and a special adaptor, in 

order to enable communication between the two different SMEPP configurations, for 

sensors and for the rest of devices. Different critical zones are controlled by high 

performance cameras, that in case of alarm for high radiation values will broadcast 

images of the risk area to the specific peers. The SMEPP peers will form groups in 

order to share the environmental information and the alarms of the system. 

In the following table we show the tasks for each device: 

Table 1.  Roles of Participants.  

Devices Description 

m1, …,m6 Monitor radiologic measurements raising an event when the measure exceeds 

a predefined threshold. 

P6 Adapter Enables communication between SMEPPLight and SMEPP. Providing moni-

tor service for the WSN. 

P1 Responsible of supervising through video the sensor network when an event is 

raised. 

P2, …,P5 Monitors events on the sensor network. 

P7,P8 Provides video streaming service to monitor a critical situation 

 

This application requires working with SMEPP and SMEPP Light, so the adapter 

takes a key role in this communication. The main efforts for programmers will be the 

implementation of the services, because the peer implementations using SMEPP API 

simplifies the code by abstracting the programmer of problems such as communica-

tion or security issues. Figure 4 shows the flow diagram of the camera peer and su-

pervisor peers required for this application where each of the boxes of the diagrams 

represents an invocation of a primitive provided by SMEPP.  



 
 

Fig. 3.  Camera and Supervisor Peers 

 

 

In the rest of the section we are going to briefly describe some of the main points 

to develop a SMEPP-based application in the described scenario. 

4.2   Creating Peers and the SMEPP API 

The first steps related to the creation of a SMEPP application are usually the “crea-

tion” of the peer and the joining or creation of groups. Later, the peer will publish 

some service or will invoke services of other peers. In order to do these tasks, the 

SMEPP developer can use several primitives provided by an API. Of course, this API 

will be different depending on the target language used (e.g. Java or nesC). The fol-

lowing table shows some of the primitives provided by the SMEPP API [7]. 
  

Table 2.  SMEPP API primitives.  

NewPeer Programs call the newPeer primitive to become peers 

CreateGroup SMEPP groups are logical associations of peers in which services can 
be published, and messages can be sent (either as service invoca-

tions/responses, or as raised events). Peers call the createGroup primi-
tive to start new peer groups. 

JoinGroup Peers use the joinGroup primitive to enter a group (viz., to become 

members of a group) 

GetServices Returns the list of services which (optionally) matches a given pattern. 

Invoke The invoke primitive serves to call an (one-way or request-response) 
operation (identified by operationName) of a running service identi-

fied by id, which can be either groupServiceId, or peerServiceId, or 

sessionId. 

Publish Peers offer a service inside a groupId group through publish primitive. 

Event Event raises (viz., notifies to the middleware) an eventName event. 

Subscribe Entities (viz., peers or running services) use the subscribe primitive to 



register themselves as 

event listeners 

 

   

First of all, the peer must be created, this is done though the newPeer primitive as 

the following code exposes (the developer provides security credentials):  
 

PeerManager peer = PeerManager.newPeer(myCredentials);           
 

Once the peer is created, it is part of SMEPP (if the execution success) and it is 

able to invoke any other provided primitive. After this step it can be provider or con-

sumer of services. In this scenario we have a video-streaming service and consumers 

of that service pushing video data obtained. To do this, the peer has to be included in 

a SMEPP group by creating a group or joining an existing group. The following code 

shows the process of creating a SMEPP group: 

 
//group creation  
GroupDescription groupDescr = new GroupDescription( 
                    "WSNMonitoring",...); 
                     
GroupId gid = peer.createGroup(groupDescr); 
       
When the peer is joined to one group, it can publish services as the following sec-

tion explains. 

4.3   SMEPP Services and Video-streaming Service 

SMEPP Services [11] can be: state-less or state-full services. The state less services 

do not keep track of their interactions with clients. Clients can invoke the operations 

of such services one or more times and in any order.  

On the other hand, the state-full services keep track of their interactions with cli-

ents. We divide state-full services into session-less and session-full services. State-full 

session-less services are services that have only one virtual communication channel, 

which is shared by all clients, and which is active when the service is published.  

In our application, we need session-full services to provide video-streaming ser-

vices. In order to transmit video from the wireless cameras (p7 and p8) to the supervi-

sor peer, SMEPP developer can carry out the following tasks: 

• Supervisor peer offers a session-full service which repeatedly receives one-

way messages (exposing an operation) carrying video data. 

• Cameras start a session of the above service and flushes data by repeatedly 

invoking that operation. A timeout on each call allows the application to 

send data without necessarily waiting for an acknowledgement. 

The percentage of calls which terminate without raising a timeout exception 

automatically identifies the amount of data which has surely been delivered. The 

throughput can be varied independently from the timeout, by concurrently sending 

data through different threads (each of them calling Invoke primitive on different bits 

of data). 

In order to provide a service (e.g. video streaming service), the peer must provide 

an xml document describing the service, called “Contract” [12]. This contract will be 



used for matching (which will be in turn used within discovery) and also for verifica-

tion and analysis. A contract must contain all the information that any client of the 

service may need to discover, to instantiate, and to interact with the service. The 

following code shows the publishing of a SMEPP service using a contract for the 

video-streaming service: 
 
serviceId = peer.publish(gid, 

ContractLoader.loadXMLFromFile( 
"VideoContract.xml"), 

      
new SMEPPServiceGrounding(VideoService.class),  

myPeer, new HashMap());                   
 
The service must also provide its behavior. Services are programmed in Java or 

nesC (depending on the platform) and they must listen to the operations described in 

their contracts.  
 

     public void run() { 
   ReceivedMessage message; 
   Serializable[] data; 
   while (true) { 
     message = svc.receiveMessage("VideoServiceOperation",  
                                          new Class[]{Byte[].class}); 
           // Store video information ... 
   } 

 

In the above code we can see the reception of SMEPP messages. These messages 

have been sent by another peer joined to the same group of the service publisher.  

 

4.4   SMEPP Light sample application and adaptor 

We have developed an application for WSN using SMEPP Light. This application 

has been done using nesC as the programming language and SMEPP Light as a nesC-

component that makes easy the programmer’s life. The use of SMEPP Light is really 

similar to SMEPP code that is shown previously, but the main difference is that ser-

vices are very restricted here because of WSN restrictions, and services in SMEPP 

Light are very basic ones are implemented using nesC commands and avoiding XML 

in motes. 

In the application, the motes create two groups, and depending on their positions 

each sensor will join to a particular group.  

 
event void Boot.booted() { 
 pID = call SensorSmepp.smepp_newPeer(netKey, netMAC, per); 
 //Other actions needed when booting the mote 
 call SensorSmepp.smepp_getgroups(group); 
);                  
 
event void SensorSmepp.getGroups_result(uint16_t gID[]) { 
 uint8_t i;  
 

for (i = 0; i < MAX_GROUPS_RECEIVED; i++) { 
 if (gID[i] == group.ID) { 
  founded = TRUE; 
   



 } 
} 
if (found) { 
 call TimerJoin.startOneShot(10); 
} 
else { 
 call TimerCreateGroup.startOneShot(10); 
} 
 

}  

 

In the code above is shown the code that is executed when the mote turns on, and 

first of all it creates itself as a peer inside SMEPP Light, and invokes the command 

asking for the getGroups primitive. This command will raise the getGroups_result as 

soon as getGroups primitives finishes. Following it will check if the group that the 

peer wants to join exists, if so it joins and otherwise it creates it. 

The footprint is about 3008 bytes in RAM in the mote including the application 

and the middleware and it is not so big taking into account the set of functionalities 

that SMEPP Light offers.  

SMEPP peers have to subscribe to WSN events in order to receive environmental 

information so they can make the correct actions depending on the value sensed. To 

do this, we need to use the so called SMEPP Light adaptor that is a Java-based appli-

cation that faces with WSN connection; it is component-based as well, so depending 

on the type of base station (stargate device, MIB520 base station) the adaptor will 

provide the appropriate component in order to manage the connection with sensors. 

The adaptor basically manages the subscriptions between SMEPP and SMEPP Light, 

converting 802.11 b/g packets into 802.15.4/Zigbee packets for the motes, and receiv-

ing the events from WSN and sending it to SMEPP peers.  

5   Conclusions 

SMEPP is a middleware specifically designed for the development of EP2P systems. 

In this paper we have presented a case study for monitoring environmental conditions 

in power plants and remote control of workers inside the plant. In order to help the 

reader to understand how to develop this sample application we explained briefly the 

component model and the Runtime Component Framework that allows its execution.  

The focus of the SMEPP proposal was on the integration of security services and 

network quality. From the security point of view, security was taken into an approach 

from the very beginning of the project and it is now integrated into the current version 

of the middleware. Quality of service has also being taken into account in the design. 

The specification can be achieved in terms of service contracts and the component 

model has been designed to be able to analyze and monitor the real-time behaviour of 

all the components, including those related to basic communication support. 
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